






Bosco della Fontana, located in the commune of
Marmirolo near Mantua, has an extension of 233 hecta-
res and is what remains of the ancient forest which, a
long time ago, covered the entire Po Valley. Visitors ente-
ring the reserve can admire a dense and intricate broad-
leaved forest that offers amazing facets in every season.
Straight forest tracks open into large clearings at every
intersection and make for a more comfortable and
attractive stay. In the middle of Bosco della Fontana is an
ancient castle built by Vincenzo I, Duke of Mantua, in
the sixteen century, when the forest was still the Gonzaga
family’s hunting reserve. Next to the castle is the small
fountain which dates back to the twelth century, and
which gave the forest its name. In 1976 the forest beca-
me a Biogenetic Nature Reserve, and is today a property
of the National Forestry Service who is responsible for its
management and surveillance. To protect this unique
reserve, the European commission approved a LIFE pro-
ject presented by the National Forestry Service. The aim
of the project was to recover and maintain the forest’s
dead wood habitats – including old rotting trees – and
their related fauna (saproxylic organisms). In the past,
dead wood was collected as fire wood, and this impove-
rished the saproxylic fauna habitat. Another human
intervention that negatively affected the forest was the
introduction of exotic tree species, which altered the
composition of the original floodplain forest. The eradi-
cation of the allochthonous species and the increase of
the dead wood volume has created more open spaces,
and improved habitat quality for the saproxylic fauna.



The castle - the Gonzaga’s country residence - is situa-
ted in the middle of the forest. It resembles a fortress
with towers in all four corners and a big lodge in the
middle. The frescos, which were restored in recent years,
depict hunting scenes, foxes, boars, trophies, birds and
cupids. While the original plan of the building was by
Giuseppe Dattari from Cremona, the paintings are by
Antonio Maria Viani, who in 1595 replaced Dattari as
the Gonzaga’s supervising architect during the reign of
Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga. From the lodge, the visitor
enters the “Hall of Virtues”, a welcoming hall beautifully
animated and with dynamic effects created by an alter-
nation of bulges and hollows. Statues representing the
nine virtues dominate the room, where a fireplace ador-
ned with Duke Vincent’s coat-of-arms is also present.
The “Medallion Hall”, decorated with false red marble
“ribs”, probably hosted the lord who attended to the holy
ceremonies in the little chapel situated in the adjacent
room, where an 18th century copy of a painting showing
San Luigi Gonzaga in adoration of the Virgin Mary with
baby can be seen. Vincenzo Gonzaga’s great passion for
music in all its expressions is manifest in the “Hall of
Music”, where putti are depicted holding or playing
musical instruments. Many of the castle’s decorations
refer to the surrounding forest, such as the climbing
plants that decorate the spiral staircase leading to the
“Hall of Rocks” and to the “Pergola Hall”, the latter
being decorated by a harmonious embroidery of wooden
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pillars supporting branches of ivy. From this hall a
straight and long stairway adorned with oak and ivy
branches leads back down to the lodge. On the opposite
side another door leads to the “Hall of Trophies”: the
second, large representation hall of the castle with its
architecture of false marble decorated walls and eight
empty oval medallions where the hunting trophies of
Duke Vincenzo were presumably hung. A small room
with false marble ornaments leads to the “Hall of
Classical Busts”. The most degraded room of the entire
building is the kitchen, where an open fireplace and a
wood stove blackened the ceiling, which was probably
decorated originally. Another straight stairway leads to
the second floor, to the ”Hall of Views”, named after the
main decoration of its ceiling. The almost evanescent
figures of three putti emerge from the main fresco in a
surrounding false ashlar adornment. The second-last
encountered room is the “Hall of Garlands” with its
beautiful decoration of marble, plants, and ivy, oak and
Black Bryony garlands. Beyond this hall is a small and
evocative room in the north-western tower, whose fre-
scos seem to merge magically with the mystery of the
surrounding woods. In 1632 at Bosco della Fontana,
Duke Carlo di Gonzaga-Nevers built – as an ex-voto – a
monastery, a church and a small building reminiscent of
the castle. The monastery and the church were demolis-
hed in 1782 and 1793, while the third building was
transformed into an ammunition depot during World
War II, after which it was also destroyed.

Gonzaga Castle – cultural event



The forest is composed mostly of Hornbeam and oaks
(Peduncolate Oak and Turkey Oak). The oaks tower
above the other trees, as they are often very old and reach
up to 30 metres in height. Other trees occurring in the
reserve are the Field Maple, the Wild Service Tree, the
Manna Ash, and the Wild Cherry. The reserve is crossed
by a small stream, the “Rio Begotta”, which increases the
diversity of habitats. Along this watercourse grows a rich
hygrophilous vegetation, mainly composed of Narrow-
leaved Ash and Black Alder. Allochthonous species like
the Black Locust, the London Plane, the Eastern Black
Walnut and the Northern Red Oak also grow in the
forest. The shrub layer is mainly composed of Common
Hazel and Elderberry. In late summer, the bright red
fruits of the Hawthorns and European Cornel stand out
among the green leaves. In the herb layer Snowdrops,
Spring Snowflakes, Two Leaf Squills, Windflowers, Wild
Daffodils, Periwinkles and Autumn Crocuses form
colourful patches amongst the dense prickly under-
growth of Butcher’s Broom. Ivy, Old Man’s Beard and
Black Bryony are common climbers throughout the enti-
re forest.

Peduncolate Oak
Quercus robur

European Cornel
Cornus mas

Poet’s Daffodil
Narcissus poeticus

Peduncolate Oak
particular of the bark



The fauna of Bosco della Fontana is rich and diversi-
fied despite the small size of the reserve. Mammals are
represented mainly by small species such as the Hazel
Dormouse, the Striped Field Mouse, the Fox, the Weasel
and the Beech Marten. Common bird species are the
Eurasian Wren, the European Robin, the Common
Chiffchaff, the Marsh Tit, the Eurasian Nuthatch and
the Chaffinch. Predatory birds, such as the Black Kite,
the Eurasian Sparrowhawk and the Tawny Owl are also
important inhabitants of the reserve. Four species of
woodpecker (Green, Black, Great Spotted and Lesser
Spotted) as well as the Wryneck have been observed in
the forest. In the late 1990’s an artificial wetland was
created where it is easy to observe Mallards, the
Common Moorhen, the Little Egret and the Grey
Heron. The most noteworthy reptiles are the
Aesculapian Snake and the Grass Snake, whereas the
most common or interesting amphibians are the
Common Toad, the European Tree Frog and Lataste’s
Frog. The diversity of the invertebrate fauna is very high
and the insect fauna has been intensively studied. Many
saproxylic beetles live in the dead wood habitats of the
reserve; the most well known are probably the Stag
Beetle and the Great Capricorn Beetle.

Stag Beetle
Lucanus cervus

Striped Field Mouse
Apodemus agrarius
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The National Centre for the Study and
Conservation of Forest Biodiversity “Bosco Fontana”
of Verona (CNBFVR) is a research institute part of the
Ministry for Agriculture, Food and Forestry – National
Forestry Service. The Centre began working in the
1980’s with studies on forest dynamics and the conser-
vation of dead wood and its related organisms, and was
recognized by the President of the Italian Republic by
Legislative Decree number 227/2001. The Centre cur-
rently operates from two offices: Verona (Head Office,
Secretary’s office and Laboratories) and Bosco della
Fontana (Laboratories and Library).
The CNBFVR conducts scientific research and monito-
ring programmes but also offers guided tours and tea-
ching projects. The Centre develops techniques for the
restoration of dead wood, which represents the habitat of
about one third of the biodiversity of all forests. Dead
wood plays an important role in carbon storage and the-
refore in the control of the greenhouse effect. The Centre
collaborates with many scientific institutions and can
rely on a network of over one hundred entomologists
studying invertebrates in nature reserves across Italy.
One of the aims of the Centre is to provide tools and
scientific data for forest managers, to improve the con-
servation of forest biodiversity. This work is mainly con-
centrated in Sites of Community Importance part of the
Natura 2000 network. The collected data are regularly
updated and transmitted to the Ministry for the
Environment. One of the Centre’s main activities is the
monitoring of invertebrate biodiversity and dead wood
throughout the entire Italian territory. The teaching and
dissemination section of the CNBFVR ensures the
“translation” of the scientific findings and their use in
teaching activities, targeting the general public and
schools. Environmental education programmes, guided
tours, lessons in class, exhibitions and conferences are all
ways of transmitting knowledge to the public. The acti-
ve and innovative management of the Bosco della
Fontana Reserve was honoured with the “WWF Italy
Panda d’Oro” award and the denomination of “herpeto-
logically sensitive area” by the Societas Herpetologica
Italica.



Information
• The reserve is open to the public every day except
Tuesdays and Fridays

• Opening  Hours
From March 1 to October 31: 
from 09:00 am to 07:00 pm
Sundays and holidays: entrance fee 2.50 Euro

From November 1 to February 28: 
from 09:00 am to 05:00 pm 
Free entrance

• It is possible to book guided tours for groups of stu-
dents and adults

Contacts

Head Office, Secretary’s office

MiPAAF - Corpo Forestale dello Stato
CNBF - Centro Nazionale per lo Studio e la Conser-
vazione della Biodiversità Forestale “Bosco Fontana”
Ufficio Territoriale Biodiversità
Verona
Via Carlo Ederle 16/a – 37100 Verona 
Tel. +39 045 8345445 – Fax +39 045 8301569

Offices Bosco della Fontana

MiPAAF - Corpo Forestale dello Stato
CNBF - Centro Nazionale per lo Studio e la Conser-
vazione della Biodiversità Forestale
Bosco della Fontana
Strada Mantova 29 – 46045 Marmirolo (MN)
Tel. and fax: +39 0376 295933

www.corpoforestale.it



How to reach the Nature Reserve Bosco della Fontana

• From Mantova road S.S. 236 Mantova-Brescia, direc-
tion Brescia, just before the centre of Marmirolo turn
left, take the small tree-lined road which leads to the
gate or the Reserve (5 Km)

• From the A22 motorway Brennero-Modena
Mantova Nord exit, road S.S. 236, direction Brescia
(8 Km)
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